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T
he call of the sea is quite faint when 
you live in Manchester, and it took us 
years to hear it. But in the Spring of 
2004, my wife Liz and I set off in our 

Warrior 35, Yanina of Bosham, to see how far 
round the world we could get without sinking, 
starving or pushing each other overboard. Yanina 
hasn’t sunk, we haven’t run out of food yet, and 
fortunately we are both good swimmers, so we’ve 

lived to tell the tale and cruised the Caribbean,  as 
well as spending three long, languid years in the 
Mediterranean. Here’s how we did it. 

FIRST, LEARN TO SAIL
You can learn a lot by sailing with more 
experienced yachtsmen. A cold, wet weekend 
sailing round Anglesey preceded our RYA 
Competent Crew course in Guernsey and a Day 

Skipper course in the Algarve. This was followed 
by an alarmingly eventful  crossing of Biscay 
in a friend’s junk-rigged ferro-cement yacht. 
An Ionian fl otilla holiday revealed the warmer 
aspects of sailing, and then we sailed on a friend’s 
boat in the Caribbean  – even warmer.

THEN YOU’LL NEED A BOAT
We found Yanina, a 1977 Warrior 35,  in Northern 
Ireland. She looked like a proper yacht with a 
nice hull shape.   ‘Just look at the space, will ye?’ 
said the yachtbroker. ‘Sure, ye could hold a dance 
down there.’ He  remained crouching on deck, 
so it didn’t feel too crowded below. (Tip number 
47in the Yachtbrokers’ Handbook). 

As it happens, he didn’t need to say anything. 
Liz grabbed my arm and whispered: ‘This is it!’ 
She tightened her grip on my arm. Her eyes 
widened. She was in love with Yanina. 

Later we met cruising folk who said things like: 
‘Ah, Warrior 35... took mine round the world in 
‘83, got knocked down off Papua New Guinea, 
rolled straight up again!’ Or ‘Went right over a 
sleeping  whale in ‘79 off the Tuamotus, never felt 
a thing. Whale never woke up either!’ 

... AND AN INDEPENDENT SURVEY
Our surveyor was fi ve-foot-nothing and aged 
seventy-something. Broken veins and tufts 
of grey hair were competing for space on his 
wind-blasted cheeks and a battered, peaked cap 
shaded a pair of bewrinkled, beady eyes. 

He prowled and sniffed his way around the 
boat and we followed, anxiously looking for any 
signs that might signify a problem: the sucking-in We met lots of cruising folk who said interesting things about the Warrior 35
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A SIDEWAYS LOOK AT SELLING UP AND SAILING AWAY

BOB COOPER
Bob and Liz are back in the 
Mediterreanean – about 
to sail down the coast of 
Morocco and cross to the 
Caribbean in December

A 50-watt solar panel – never quite 

supplies enough juice to run the fridge

B Wind generator – frustratingly for 

the sailor, this does not generate wind, 

unlike the crew. It doesn’t generate 

much electricity, either

C Outside loo – only use if you’re fi rmly 

harnessed to the boat. Many of the 

corpses washed ashore have their 

fl ies undone

D Boom – to hang the sun awning from

E Wheel – grip here in times of stress

F Guardrail – to tie sun awning to and 

to lean over when vomiting

G Pole – for lap dancers, what else? 

H Mast – to hold boom at correct 

height for sun awning

I Heads – you go here at times of 

extreme stress

J Toe rail – for stubbing toes on

K Pulpit – for preaching to other 

yachties and fi shermen 

L Forward cabin – handy for lying 

awake listening to anchor chain 

rumbling on seabed

M Mould incubation chamber – also 

known as wardrobe

N Galley – where I wander around 

looking for scraps of food until Liz 

takes pity on me

O Chart table – where we try to fi nd 

out where we’ll be tomorrow. Contains 

charts, dice, tarot cards and crystal ball

P Cockpit –  if it ever fi lled up, it would 

make a great Jacuzzi. It’s on top of the 

engine, so handy for listening to the 

‘big ends’ rumbling 

Q Wardrobe – contains bits of wood, 

stainless steel tube offcuts, emergency 

tiller, string, rusty bracket (purpose 

unknown but keep it just in case)

R Long keel – to prevent reversing and 

steering at the same time

S Rudder – may have something to do 

with steering

T Stern gland – Emits an oils secretion 

by which other cruising yachts can 

recognise Yanina

U Aft cabin – handy for lying awake 

listening to wind generator rumbling. 

When unoccupied, known as the 

bike shed

ANATOMY OF A BLUE-WATER CRUISER

On The Nose is 
available from ybw.
com (see books) 
from 1 August.

of air over the teeth, the odd tut-tut. But Yanina 
was fi nally pronounced healthy. One beady eye 
turned on me. ‘What ye need to do now, Bob, 
is spend nothin’ on her for at least a year, ‘till ye 
know what ye really need.’ 

Good advice, I thought.

HOW TO PAY FOR 
THE BOAT
You may decide to do this by 
selling your house and possibly 
everything else you can’t take on 
board. This gives some yachties a 
tremendous sense of freedom and 
gives others the willies. Some folk 
hang grimly onto the property 
ladder with one hand while 
steering the boat with the other. 
They rent their house out, which is 
what we did. 
But whether you’re a sell-up-and-sail 
sailor or a seafarer-landlord, you’ll eventually 
reach the point when you lock the door on your 
past life, squeeze into the car, crammed with 
last-minute gear and things that ‘might just come 
in handy’, and set off. This is the moment of truth, 
when there’s no turning back and you realise just 
what you’ve done.  W

We asked the broker to recommend a surveyor – a bit
 like a Christmas turkey asking the way to Sainsbury’s

Sell up, move out, drive off and cast off 

FOOTNOTE: YM will be featuring Bob and Liz’s adventures 

afl oat in forthcoming issues. 


